The popularity of the user generated content, such as Twitter, has made it a rich source for the sentiment analysis and opinion mining tasks. This paper presents our study in automatically building a training corpus for the sentiment analysis on Indonesian tweets. We start with a set of seed sentiment corpus and subsequently expand them using a classifier model whose parameters are estimated using the Expectation and Maximization (EM) framework. We apply our automatically built corpus to perform two tasks, namely opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification using various machine learning approaches. Experiment result shows that a classifier model trained on our data, which is automatically constructed using our proposed method, outperforms the baseline system in terms of opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification.
Introduction
There are millions of textual messages or posts generated by internet users everyday on various user generated content platfroms, such as microblogs (e.g. Twitter 1 ), review websites, and internet forums. They post about their stories, experiences, current events that are happening, as well as opinions about products. As a result, the user generated content has become a rich source for mining useful information about various topics.
Twitter, one the popular microblogging platforms, is currently getting a lot of attention from internet 1 http://twitter.com users because it allows users to easily and instantly post their thoughts of various topics. Twitter currently has over 200 million active users and produce 400 million posts each day 2 . The posts, known as tweets, often contain useful knowledge so that many researchers focus on Twitter for conducting NLPrelated research. McMinn et al. (2014) harnessed millions of tweets to develop an application for detecting, tracking, and visualizing events in real-time. Previously, Sakaki et al. (2013) also used twitter as a sensor for earthquake reporting system. They claimed that the system can detect an earthquake with high probability merely by monitoring tweets and the notification can be delivered faster than Japan Meteorology Agency announcements. Moreover, Tumasjan et al. (2010) demostrated that Twitter can also be used as a resource for political forecasting.
Due to the nature of Twitter, tweets usually express peoples personal thoughts or feelings. Therefore, tweets serve as good resources for sentiment analysis and opinion mining tasks. Many companies can benefit from tweets to know how many positive responses and/or negative responses towards their products as well as the reasons why consumers like/dislike their products. They can also leverage tweets to gain a lot of insight about their competitors. Consumers can also use information from tweets regarding the quality of a certain product. They commonly learn from peoples past experiences who have already used the product before they decide to purchase it. To realize the aforementioned PACLIC 28 ! 186 ideas, many researchers have put a lot of effort to tackle one of the important tasks on Twitter sentiment analysis, that is, tweet polarity classification (Nakov et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2013; Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Agarwal et al., 2011; Pak and Paroubek, 2010) . They proposed various approaches to determine whether a given tweet expresses positive or negative sentiment.
In this paper, we address the problem of sentiment analysis on Indonesian tweets. Indonesian language itself currently has more than 240 millions of speakers spread in mostly areas of south-east asia. In addition, Semiocast, a company who provides data intelligence and research on social media, has revealed that Indonesia ranked 5th in terms of Twitter accounts in July 2012 and users from Jakarta city (i.e. capital city of Indonesia) were the most active compared to the users from other big cities, such as Tokyo, London, and New York 3 . Therefore, there is absolutely a great need for natural language processing research on Indonesian tweets, especially sentiment analysis, since there would be a lot of information which is worth obtaining for many purposes. Unfortunately, Indonesian language is categorized as an under-resourced language because it still suffers from a lack of basic resources (especially labeled dataset) needed for a various language technologies.
There are two tasks addressed in this paper, namely opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification. The former task is aimed at selecting all tweets comprising users' opinion towards something and the latter task is to determine the polarity type of an opinionated tweet (i.e., positive or negative tweet). To tackle the aforementioned tasks, we employ machine learning approach using training data and word features. However, a problem then appears when we do not have annotated data to train our models. Asking people to manually annotate thousands, even millions of tweets with high quality is not our choice since it is very expensive and time-consuming due to the massive scale and rapid growth of Twitter.
To overcome the aforementioned problem, we propose a method that can automatically develop 3 http://semiocast.com/en/publications/ 2012_07_30_Twitter_reaches_half_a_billion_ accounts_140m_in_the_US training data from a pool of millions of tweets. First, we automatically construct a small set of labeled seed corpus (i.e. small collection of positive and negative tweets) that will be used for expanding the training data in the next step. Next, we expand the training data using the previously constructed seed corpus. To do that, we use the rationale that sentiment can be propagated from the labeled seed tweets to the other unlabeled tweets when they share similar word features, which means that the sentiment type of an unlabeled tweet can be revealed based on its closeness to the labeled tweets. Based on that idea, we employ a classifier model whose parameters are estimated using labeled and unlabeled tweets via Expectation and Maximization (EM) framework. In this method, we incorporate two types of dataset: the first dataset is a small set of labeled seed tweets and the second dataset is a huge set of unlabeled tweets that serve as a source for expanding the training data. Intuitively, this method allows us to propagate sentiment from labeled tweets to unlabeled tweets. Later, we show that the training data automatically constructed by our method can be used by the classifiers to effectively tackle the problem of opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper is two-folds: first, we present a method to automatically construct training instances for sentiment analysis on Indonesian tweets. Second, we show some significant works for sentiment analysis on Indonesian tweets which were rarely addressed before.
Related Works
There have been extensive works on opinion mining and sentiment analysis as described in (Pang and Lee, 2008) . They presented various approaches and general challenges to develop applications that can retrieve opinion-oriented information. Moreover, Liu (2007) clearly mentions the definition of opinionated sentence as well as describes two sub-tasks required to perform sentence-level sentiment analysis, namely, subjectivity classification and sentencelevel sentiment classification. However, previous researchers primarily focused on performing sentiment analysis on review data. The trends has shifted recently when social networking platform, such as Facebook and Twitter, has been growing rapidly. As a result, many researchers has now started to perform sentiment analysis on microblogging platform, such as twitter (Hu et al., 2013; Nakov et al., 2013; Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Pak and Paroubek, 2010) . In our work, we perform two-level sentiment analysis, similar to that described in (Liu, 2007) . In addition, we also perform sentiment analysis on tweets (i.e. Indonesian tweets), instead of general sentences.
Current sentiment analysis research mostly relies on manually annotated training data (Nakov et al., 2013; Agarwal et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2011; Bermingham and Smeaton, 2010) . However, employing humans for manually annotating thousands, even millions of tweets is absolutely laborintensive, time-consuming, and very expensive due to the massive scale and rapid growth of Twitter. This becomes a significant obstacle for researchers who want to perform sentiment analysis on tweets posted in under-resourced language, such as Indonesian tweets. Limited works have been done previously on automatically collecting training data (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Bifet and Frank, 2010; Davidov et al., 2010) . Some researchers harnessed happy emoticons and sad emoticons to automatically collect training data (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Bifet and Frank, 2010) . They assumed that tweets containing happy emoticons (e.g. ":)", ":-)") have positive sentiment, and tweets containing sad emoticons (e.g. ":(", ":-(") have negative sentiment. Unfortunately, their method clearly cannot get the coverage to reach sentiment-bearing tweets as many as possible since not all sentiment-bearing tweets contain emoticons.
Limited attempts have been made to perform sentiment analysis on Indonesian tweets. Calvin and Setiawan (2014) performed tweet polarity classification limited to the tweets talking about telephone provider companies in Indonesia. Their classification method relies on a small set of domaindependent opinionated words. Before that, Aliandu (2014) conducted research on classifying an Indonesian tweet into three classes: positive, negative, and neutral. Aliandu (2014) used the method proposed by Pak and Paroubek (2010) to collect training data, that is, emoticons for collecting sentiment-bearing tweets. Even though those researchers performed similar works to us, we have two different points.
First, we use different techniques to automatically collect training data. Second, we perform two-level sentiment analysis, namely, opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification. Moreover, in the experiment section, we show that our method to collect training data is better than the one proposed by Pak and Paroubek (2010) . Our method also produces much larger data since we do not rely on sheer emoticon-containing tweets to collect training data.
3 Automatically Building Training Data
Data Collection
Our corpus consists of 5.3 million tweets which were collected using Twitter Streaming API between May 16th, 2013 and June 26th, 2013. As we wanted to build Indonesian sentiment corpus, we used tweet's geo-location to filter tweets posted in the area of Indonesia. We applied language filtering because based on our observation, Indonesian Twitter users also like to use English or local language in their tweets. We then divided our corpus into four disjoint datasets. To collect DATASET3 (i.e. neutral or nonopinion tweets), we used the same approach as in (Pak and Paroubek, 2010) . First, we selected some popular Indonesian news portal accounts from the overall corpus and then labeled them as objective. Here, we assume that tweets from news portal accounts are neutral as it usually comes from headline news. This method was actually proposed by (Pak and Paroubek, 2010) . But, we also did some empirical observation and acknowledged that this method performs quite well to collect neutral tweets.
The remaining corpus which is not published by news portal accounts is then used to build seed corpus (DATASET2), development corpus (DATASET1), and gold-standard testing data (DATASET4). In this study, DATASET2 is used to construct labeled seed corpus. The seed corpus itself contains initial data that is believed to have opinion as well as sentiment. On the other side, development corpus DATASET1 contains unlabeled tweets used to expand our seed corpus. Our testing data (DATASET4) consists of 637 tweets which were tagged manually by the human annotators. These tweets were collected using some topic words which have tendency to be discussed by a lot of people. Two annotators were asked to independently classify each tweet into three classes: positive, negative, and neutral. The agreement of the annotators reached the level of Kappa value 0.95, which is considered as a satisfactory agreement. The label of each tweet in DATASET4 is the label agreed by the two annotators. But, when they did not agree, we asked the third annotators to decide the label. It is also worth to note that our testing data comes from various domains, such as telephone operator, public transportation, famous people, technology, and films. We also show some examples of Tweets found in DATASET4 as follows:
• " Telkomsel memang wokeeehhh (free internet) :)" (Telkomsel is nice (free internet) :))
• "Kecewa sama trans Jakarta. Manajemen blm bagus. Masa hrs nunggu lbh dr 30 menit utk naek busway." (really dissapointed in transjakarta. The management is not good. We waited for more than 30 minutes to get the bus on)
• "man of steel keren bangeeeettttt :D" (Man of steel is really cool :D)
• "RT @detikcom: Lalin Macet, Pohon Tumbang di Perempatan Cilandak-TB Simatupang" (RT @detikcom: Traffic jam, a tree tumbled down in the Cilandak-TB Simatupang intersection)
Building Seed Training Instances
As we explained before, our seed corpus contains initial data used for expanding the training corpus. We propose two automatic techniques to constuct the seed corpus from DATASET2:
Opinion Lexicon based Technique
In the first technique, we use Indonesian opinion lexicon (Vania et al., 2014) to construct our seed corpus. A tweet will be classified as positive if it contains more positive words then negative words and vice versa. If a tweet contains word with a particular sentiment but the word is preceded by a negation, the polarity of the tweet will be shifted to its opposite sentiment. Moreover, we did not consider the tweets that do not contain any words from the opinion lexicon. In total, we have collected 135,490 positive seed tweets and 99,979 negative seed tweets.
Clustering based Technique
The second technique was implemented by using clustering (Li and Liu, 2012) . This technique has several advantages, such as we do not need to provide any resources, such as lexicon or dictionary for a particular language. Each tweet from DATASET2 will be put into three clusters, namely positive tweets, negative tweets, or neutral tweets. We use all terms and POS tags from the tweet and each term is weighted using the TF-IDF as a features. Using this approach, 194 tweets were grouped into negative tweets, 325 tweets were grouped into positive tweets, and the rest was left out.
Adding New Training Instances
After we automatically construct labeled seed corpus from DATASET2, we are now ready to obtain more training instances. We use DATASET1, which is much bigger than DATASET2, as a source for expanding training data. The idea is that sentiment scores of all unlabeled tweets in DATASET2 can be revealed using propagation from labeled seed corpus. To realize that idea, we employ a classifier model whose parameters are estimated using labeled and unlabeled tweets via Expectation and Maximization (EM) framework. The wellknown research done by (Nigam et al., 2000) have shown that Expectation and Maximization framework works well for expanding training data to tackle the document-level text classification problem. In our work, we also show that this framework works quite well for tweets.
EM algorithm is an iterative algorithm for finding maximum likelihood estimates or maximum a posteori estimates for models when the data is incomplete (Dempster et al., 1977) . Here, our data is incomplete since the sentiment scores of unlabeled tweets are unknown. To reveal the sentiment scores of unlabeled tweets using EM algorithm, we perform several iterations. First, we train the classifier with just the labeled seed corpus. Second, we use the trained classifier to assign probabilisticallyweighted labels or sentiment scores (i.e. the probability of being a positive and negative tweet) to each unlabeled tweets. Third, we trained once again the model using all tweets (i.e. both the originally and newly labeled tweets). These last two steps are iterated until the parameters of the model do not change. At each iteration, the sentiment scores of each unlabeled tweets are improved as the likelihood of the parameters is guaranteed to improve until there is no more change (Dempster et al., 1977) . In addition, only tweets whose sentiment scores surpass a certain threshold will be considered as our new training instances.
Formally, we have a set of tweets T divided into two disjoint partitions: a set of labeled seed tweets T l and a set of unlabeled tweets T u , such that T = T l [ T u . In this case, T l represents seed tweets which are selected from DATASET2 and automatically labeled using the method described in the previous section and T u represents a set of all tweets in DATASET1. Each tweet t i 2 T , that has length |t i |, is defined as an ordered list of words (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w |V | ) and each word w k is an element of the vocabulary set V = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w |V | }.
For the classifier in the iteration, we employ Naive Bayes classifier model. In our case, given a tweet t i and two class label C j , where j 2 S and S = {pos, neg}, the probability that each of the two component classes generated the tweet is determined using the following equation:
The above equation holds since we assume that the probability of a word occuring within a tweet is independent of its position. Here, the collection of models parameters, denoted as ✓, is the collection of word probabilities P (w k |C j ) and the class prior probabilities P (C j ). Given a set of tweet data, T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t |T | }, the Naive Bayes uses the maximum a posteori (MAP) estimation to determine the point estimate of ✓, denoted by b ✓. This can be done by finding ✓ that maximize P (✓|T ) / P (T |✓)P (✓). This yields the following estimation formulas for each component of the parameter.
The word probabilities P (w k |C j ) are estimated using the following formula:
where N (w k , t i ) is the number of occurences of word w k in tweet t i . Similarly, the class prior probabilities P (C j ) are also estimated using the same fashion.
In the above equation, P (C j |t i ), j 2 {pos, neg}, are sentiment scores associated with each tweet t i 2 T , where P j P (C j |t i ) = 1. For the labeled seed tweets, P (C j |t i ) are rigidly assigned since the label is already known in advance:
Meanwhile, for the set of unlabeled tweets T u , P (C j |t i ) are probabilistically assigned in each iteration, so that 0  P (C j |t i )  1. Thus, the probability of all the tweet data given the parameters, P (T |✓), is determined as follows:
Finally, we can compute the log-likelihood of the parameters, logL(✓|T ), using the following equation:
) The last equation contains "log of sums", which is difficult for maximization process. Nigam et al. (2000) shows that the lower bound of the last equation can be found using Jensen's inequality. As a result, we can express the complete log-likelihood of the parameters, logL c (✓|T ), as follows:
The last equation is used in each iteration to check whether or not the parameters have converged. When the EM iterative procedure ends due to the convergence of the parameters, we then need to select several tweets from the set of unlabeled tweets T u , which are eligible for our new training instances. The criteria of selecting new training instances, denoted by T n , is as follows:
where ✏ is an empirical value, 0  ✏  1. In our experiment, we set ✏ to 0.98 since we want to obtain very polarized tweets in terms of sentiment as our new training instances. In summary, the EM algorithm for expanding training data is described as follows:
• Input: A set of labeled seed tweets T l , and a large set of unlabeled tweets T u • Train a Naive Bayes classifier using only the labeled seed teets T l . The estimated parameters, b ✓, are obtained using equation 2 and 3.
• Repeat until logL c (✓|T ) does not change (i.e. the parameters do not change):
Step] Use the current classifier, b ✓, to probabilistically label all unlabeled tweets in T u , i.e. we use equation 1 to obtain
Step] Re-estimate the parameters of current classifier using all tweet data T u [ T l (i.e. both the originally and newly labeled tweets). Here, we once again use the equation 2 and 3.
• Select the additional training instances, T n , using the criteria mentioned in formula 8.
• Output: The expanded training data T n [ T l 4 Experiments and Evaluations
Training Data Construction
After we applied our training data construction method, we collected around 2.8 millions of opinion tweets when we used opinion lexicon based technique to automatically construct labeled seed corpus. Meanwhile, when we used clustering based technique to construct labeled seed corpus, we collected around 2.4 millions of opinion tweets. We refer to the former yielded training dataset as LEX-DATA and the latter as CLS-DATA. We also automatically collected training data using the method proposed by Pak and Paroubek (2010) . We used the well-known positive/negative emoticons in Indonesian tweets, such as ":)", ":-)", ":(", ":-(", to capture the opinion tweets from DATASET1 and DATASET2. We refer to this training dataset as EMOTDATA, and we used it for comparison to our proposed method. Table 6 shows the detail of EMOTDATA.
Sentiment Type
Pos Neg #Tweets 276,970 103,740 
Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate our automatic corpus construction method, we performed two tasks, namely opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification, harnessing our constructed training data. In other words, we see whether or not a classifier model trained on our constructed training data is able to peform both the aforementioned tasks with high performance.
Task 1 -Opinion Tweet Extraction: Given a collection of tweets T, the task is to discover all opinion tweets in T. Liu (2011) defined an opinion as a positive or negative view, attitude, emotion, or appraisal about an entity or an aspect of the entity. Thus, we adapt the aforementioned definition for the opinion tweet.
Task 2 -Tweet Polarity Classification: The task is to determine whether each opinion tweet extracted from the first task is positive or negative.
To measure the performance of the classifier, we tested the classifier on our gold-standard set, i.e. DATASET4, which was manually annotated by two people. In addition, we also compared our method against the method proposed by Pak and Paroubek (2010) . For the classifier, we employ two well-known classifier algorithms, namely the Naive Bayes classifier and the Maximum Entropy model (Berger et al., 1996) . We use the unigrams as our features, i.e. the presence of a word and its frequency in a tweet, since unigrams provide a good coverage of the data and most likely do not suffer from the sparsity problem. Morever, Pang et al. (2002) previously had shown that unigrams serve as good features for sentiment analysis.
Before we train our classifier models, we apply data preprocessing process to all datasets. This is done because tweets usually contain many informal forms of text that can be difficult to be recognized by our classifiers. We use the following data preprocessing steps to our training data:
• Filtering: we remove URL links, Twitter user accounts (started with '@'), retweet (RT) information, and punctuation marks. All tweets are normalized to lower case and repeated characters are replaced by a single character.
• Tokenization: we split each tweet based on whitespaces.
• Normalization: we replace each abbreviation found in each tweet with its actual meaning.
• Handling negation: each negation term is attached to a word that follows it.
Evaluations on Opinion Tweet Extraction
As we mentioned previously, we see the problem of opinion tweet extraction as a binary classification problem. Thus, we assume that a tweet can be classified into two categories: an opinion tweet and non-opinion tweet. For the testing data, we use DATASET4 that consists of 303 neutral/non-opinion tweets and 334 opinion tweets (i.e. the combination of positive and negative tweets). For the training data, we only have 12,614 non-opinion tweets from DATASET3. But, we have a larger set of opinion tweets either from LEX-DATA, CLS-DATA, or EMOTDATA depending on the method we apply.
To cope with this problem, we randomly selected 12,614 opinion tweets either from LEX-DATA, CLS-DATA, or EMOTDATA so that the training data is balanced. Moreover, we use the precision, recall, and F1-score as our evaluation metrics.
First, we measured the performance of the classifiers trained on the data constructed by the method proposed by Pak and Paroubek (2010) . We refer to this method as BASELINE. Furthermore, the non-opinion training data consists of all tweets in DATASET3 and the opinion training data consists of 12,614 tweets randomly selected from EMOTDATA. Second, we evaluated the classifiers trained on the data constructed using our proposed method. In this case, we run experiment using the two different seed corpus construction techniques. We refer to the method that use clustering based technique (for constructing seed corpus) as CLS-METHOD and the method that use opinion lexicon as LEX-METHOD. The opinion training data was constructed in the same manner as before. This time, we used LEX-DATA and CLS-DATA to randomly select 12,614 opinion tweets for LEX-METHOD and CLS-METHOD, respectively.
Model
Prec ( Table 7 shows the results of the experiment. We can see that the classifiers trained on EMOTDATA, which was constructed using BASELINE, actually perform quite well. Maximum Entropy model achived 76,56% in terms of F1-score, which is far from the performance score resulting from Naive Bayes model. It is worth to note that the classifiers trained on LEX-DATA outperform those trained on EMOTDATA by over 3% and 4% for Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy model, respectively, which means that LEX-METHOD is better than BASELINE. But, the situation is different for CLS-METHOD. This is actually no surprise since LEX-METHOD uses a good prior knowledge obtained from opinion lexicon. This might also suggest that the seed corpus construction is an important aspect in our method.
Evaluations on Tweet Polarity Classification
After we extract the opinion tweets, we then classify the sentiment type of the opinion tweets into two classes: positive and negative. In the first scenario, we evaluated the classifiers trained on both positive and negative tweets from EMOTDATA since we aimed at comparing BASELINE against our proposed method. In the second scenario, we then measured the performance of the classifiers when they were trained on the data constructed by our method (i.e. LEX-METHOD and CLS-METHOD).
For the testing data, both scenarios use DATASET4 that consists of 202 positive tweets and 132 negative tweets. We left the neutral/non-opinion tweets. For the training data, the first scenario uses all tweets in EMOTDATA as the training data. But, we cannot directly use all tweets in LEX-DATA or CLS-DATA for the second scenario since the size of LEX-DATA and CLS-DATA, respectively, is much bigger than EMOTDATA. As a result, due to fairness, we randomly selected 276,970 positive tweets and 103,740 negative tweets from LEX-DATA and CLS-DATA, respectively, and subsequently use them for the second scenario. Moreover, we use a classification accuracy as our metric in this experiment. Table 8 shows the results. We can see that the classifiers trained on LEX-DATA significantly outperform those trained on EMOTDATA by over 7% and 13% for Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy model, respectively. Just like the previ- Figure 1 : The effect of training data size. Here, we used the training data constructed using LEX-METHOD ous experiment, CLS-METHOD is no better than LEX-METHOD and BASELINE. We also suggest that Maximum Entropy model is a good model for our sentiment analysis task since the results show that this model is mostly superior to Naive Bayes model.
We further investigated the effect of increasing the size of training dataset on the accuracy of the classifiers. In this case, we only examined LEX-DATA since LEX-METHOD yielded the best result before. Figures 1 shows the results. Training data of size N means that we use N/2 positive tweets and N/2 negative tweets as the training instances. As we can see, learning from large training data plays an important role in tweet polarity classification task. But, we also notice a strange case. When the size of training data is increased at the last point, the performance of Naive Bayes significantly drops. This should not be the case for Naive Bayes. We admit that the quality of our training data set is far away from perfect since it is automatically constructed. As a result, our training data set is still prone to noise disturbance and we guess that this is why the performance of Naive Bayes drops at the last point.
Conclusions and Future Works
We propose a method to automatically construct training instances for sentiment analysis and opinion mining on Indonesian tweets. First, we automatically build a set of labeled seed corpus using opinion lexicon based technique and clustering based technique. Second, we harness the labeled seed corpus to obtain more training instances from a huge set of unlabeled tweets by employing a classifier model whose parameters are estimated using the EM framework. For the evaluation, we test our automatically built corpus on the opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification tasks.
Our experiment shows that our proposed method outperforms the baseline system which merely uses emoticons as the features for automatically building the sentiment corpus. When we tested on the opinion tweet extraction and tweet polarity classification tasks, the classifier models trained on the training data using our proposed method was able to extract opinionated tweets as well as classify tweets polarity with high performance. Moreover, we found that the seed corpus construction technique is an important aspect in our method since the evaluation shows that prior knowledge from the opinion lexicon can help building better training instances than just using clustering based technique.
In the future, this corpus can be used as one of the basic resources for sentiment analysis task, especially for Indonesian language. For the sentiment analysis task itself, it will be interesting to investigate various features beside unigram that may be useful in detecting sentiment on Indonesian Twitter messages.
